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The most sought-after travel and tour package in India is golden triangle tour which is the
combination of three most famous cities located in north regions of the country as they are called
golden triangle circuit. Delhi, Agra and Jaipur are the tri cities which consist of wonderful cultural
excursions for the vacationers to enjoy an experience of lifetime of rich past. If the tourist wants to
experience unique traditions, glorious past and different culture, golden triangle tour is the best way
to experience it.

This tour consisting of visiting these entire popular destinations to enjoy the incredible and
fascinating excursions. The travellers have the complete information about the past and present of
India tour by exploring these three far-fetched cities. Choosing this tour is the best way especially
for the vacationers as well as tourists who do not have much time and fund to spend on their trips to
the culture of India. By seeing the three most popular cities, tourists can gather precious information
about the country.

As you move away with the national capital Delhi, love city Agra, royal Jaipur Tour, you will be awed
by seeing ingenuity and experienced craftsmanship of Red Fort. They have worked with a
remarkable rightness in building Red Fort. You can also dream of the power of Mughal Emperor by
exploring and studying the history of Delhi intimately. High-flying architecture of British like India
Gate, Mughal era monuments and President's House are the fine examples of historical city.
Akshardham temple in Delhi has gained applause and reputable a name in Guinness Book for
achieving mammoth religious precincts. Some of other famous monuments of Delhi are Qutub
Minar, Lotus Temple, Jama Masjid, Humayunâ€™s Tomb etc.

	

You can opt for golden triangle tour packages to roam around North India. Moving further on to Agra
tour, Taj Mahal is the main tourist part of the country. Apart from this, you can explore the Fatehpur
Sikri, Buland Darwaza, Agra Fort, Itimad-Ud-Daulla and  Akbarâ€™s tomb at Sikandra provide a clear
insight to the Mughal erstwhile history.

Surrounded by rugged hills Jaipur is the current capital city of Rajasthan. Jaipur is also known as
pink city blessed with many fascinating monuments such as Amber Fort, Jantar Mantar, Jal Mahal,
City Palace, Hawa Mahal, Albert Hall, Jaigarh Fort and last Nahargarh Fort. It is said that Jaipur tour
is incomplete without visiting Nahargarh Fort because from there tourists can view throughout the
city clearly. Jaipur is the last destination of golden triangle tour in India.
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